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EDITORIAL NOTE
Journal of Clinical Genetics and Genomics opinion on behalf of heartfelt
gratitude towards the elite panel of editorial board members for their great
efforts, encouragement and their valuable support throughout the journey
of the journal publication since 2018. Journal mainly focusing on
underlying cause of inherited diseases and genetic syndromes. The scope of
Journal of Clinical Genetics and Genomics also encompasses articles from
the fields of neurogenetics, cancer genetics, medical genetics, biochemical
genetics, population genetics, genetic epidemiology, and immunogenetics.
Journal classifies on different aspects related to the Genetics such as: FragileX Syndrome, Thalassemia, Huntington ’ s disease, Cystic fibrosis, Down
syndrome, Mitochondrial Disease, Muscular Dystrophy, and Patau
Syndrome. The genomic studies involving genetic mapping by next
generation sequencing techniques, RNA-Sequencing, ChIP-Sequencing, and
microarray are highly solicited and furthermore, studies are relevant to
diagnostic techniques such as RAPD and RFLP for screening mutations or
identifying polymorphisms are also solicited. A special motivation is placed
on the studies dealing with molecular approaches in understanding with the
disease pathogenesis.
Recent highlights of 2019 for Journal of Clinical Genetics and Genomics is
gratified to mention regarding all the issues of volume were published
online well within the time with different types of editorials like market
analysis, awards 2020, conference announcement etc, and with the recently
upcoming special issue on Cancer Genetics and epigenetics. Journal of
Clinical Genetics and Genomics consists of several abstracts about an
international conference on Stem cells and regenerative medicine and other
upcoming recommended conferences like International Conference on
Enzymology and Cell Biology and another International Conference on
Parkinson's and Movement Disorders etc.

The objective of the journal is to maintain good scientific excellence, ethics
and transparency. Any type of article can be submitted only through online
manuscript submission and an excellent experienced scientific research
interested professional was assigned as an editor from editorial board
members and assigned with reviewers for scientific review comments of the
article. The Editorial board members consists of almost 30 editors with high
profile professionals from high income countries. Newly added editors Dr.
Kwame Anyane-Yeboa was added as an editor based on his designationProfessor of pediatrics in genetics & director of Division of Clinical
Genetics at Columbia University Medical Center in New York City United.
Dr. Khue Vu Nguyen is a Project Scientist in Biochemical Genetics and
Metabolism, Departments of Medicine and Pediatrics, School of Medicine,
University of California, U.S.A. and other editors present in editorial board
are giving there active and helping the journal in getting appropriate results.
Using social media/ digital marketing to get articles and to showcase articles
published in this journal we are seeking participants for manuscripts
submissions through Twitter, GoDaddy, LinkedIn, What’s app, G-suite and
outlook mailing process. Google Analytics is a source for Journal readers to
identify based on statistical report in the year 2019, around 2,159 readers
are visiting journal websites for submitting manuscripts, to browse the latest
research articles published on this journal. More number of readers visiting
this website are from 90% from India, 80% from United States, 75% from
United Kingdom and 70% from Italy and other countries are also visiting
journal domain to learn about the ongoing research activities in this field.
I bow and thank everyone who are helping for the journal growth and
success. The journal welcomes related studies on the gene therapy to
develop fitting solutions for the effective management of the diseases. The
journal's main purpose is to inform all new things that are happening in the
world.
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